Governmental Agencies and
Synchronized Time Systems
There are numerous government offices located all
over the world that carry out important decisions on
a daily basis. Whether it is regarding taxes, funding to
a particular organization or placing a new traffic light
at a busy intersection, a government office needs to
operate as efficiently as possible in order to make sure
all bases are covered. Since government agencies are
constantly working under strict deadlines, the installation
of a synchronized time system could provide a more
organized, less stressful environment for employees.
Below are a few benefits that a synchronized time system can bring to a government office:
Cost Effective Solution – When you purchase a Sapling Synchronized Clock System, you are not only installing
the most modern time system on the market, you are also receiving additional benefits that other clock systems
are unable to provide. For example, in the event of a power failure or Daylight Saving Time, there is no need
to worry about adjusting every clock within the system; the clocks are programmed to automatically update
themselves. A Sapling Clock System also provides the ability to program the system to turn on/off lights, schedule
the heating or air conditioning systems to turn on or off at prede- termined times and control many additional
devices. These benefits not only save time, but save money as well.
Emergency Messaging – When you purchase a Sapling synchronized digital clock system, you have the
capability to program the system to display certain messages in case of an emergency situation. For example, you
can program the digital clocks within your system to display the words FiRE or 911 if a critical situation should
arise. This capability can help government employees safely exit a building in case of an emergency.
Zone Clock Capabilities – Certain government agencies have offices located across the globe, many of which
are stationed in different time zones. In order to coordinate employee conference calls, schedule suitable meeting
times and know when to expect the return of an important government document, Sapling offers a zone clock in
order to help government employees coordinate their time better with organizations around the world. Sapling’s
zone clock displays the time in your current location as well as the time in other regions or countries globally. The
zone clock can help government employees plan out their day by knowing exactly what time it is at all locations
and set up necessary meetings, conference calls or other interactions.

High Quality, Long-lasting Products – When spending tax dollars for government equipment, it’s important
for agencies to purchase high quality, long-lasting products for their offices. All Sapling Clocks are built to last,
constructed from the best materials available. Along with that, all Sapling products are engineered and assembled
in the United States at our headquarters in Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania.
Installing a synchronized clock system is essential for assisting government offices stay on time throughout
the world. With all of the features that Sapling clocks provide, it’s one of the easiest decisions a government
organization needs to make.
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